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Community Mothers Programme
The Community Mothers Programme is facilitated by the Health Service Executive (HSE), and operates in
the HSE areas Dublin North East and Dublin Mid-Leinster. Its aim is to develop the skills of parents of young
children with a focus on health care, nutritional improvement and overall child development. It is a parent
support programme in which friendly local women known as Community Mothers carry out monthly structured visits to first-time and some second-time parents by appointment during the first two years of their
babies' lives, providing empathy and information in a non-directive way to foster parenting skills and parental
self-esteem. Through the Programme the parents become empowered to believe in their own capabilities
and skills for parenting without being dependent on professionals. The Family Development Nurses who
facilitate the Programme have moved away from the biological model of health care which is working for
people, to a model which involves working with people. In fact the model is one of parent-enablement and
empowerment which encourages parents to learn to cope with difficulties they encounter in bringing up their
children and to find their own solution to their problems.
The Community Mothers are experienced mothers living in the local community. They are all volunteers who
have been given initial training that builds on their personal experiences and skills and familiarises them with
the Programme goals. The initial training takes place once a week over a four week period in the volunteer's
home and is followed by on-going monthly support from the Family Development Nurse whose main task is
to serve as a resource person, confidante and monitor for the Community Mother. Each Community Mother
attempts to support between five and fifteen parents.
The Community Mothers visit parents for one hour per month (by appointment). The purpose of the visits is
to enable topics to be discussed in depth and they are structured to meet individual needs. The parent is
recognised as an equal by the Community Mother and as the expert in the rearing of her own child. The
Community Mother's aim is to support the parents in achieving their goals using a non-directive approach.
The Community Mother also makes use of illustrated materials to show alternative approaches available to
parents in coping with various child-rearing problems.
From the point of view of the Community Mothers themselves, their own self-worth increases as they see
parents becoming more aware of child development and as they see themselves being appreciated in their
communities. Some of the Community Mothers have received the Programme themselves and now want to
help other mothers in the same way that they themselves have been helped. Some stay for long periods in
the Programme while others move on to paid employment or adult education programmes.
The Programme was evaluated in 1990 using a randomised-controlled approach. First-time mothers and
their children (232 in all) were randomly allocated to either receive the Programme or to be part of a control
group. The evaluation showed that children in the Programme group were more likely to have received all of
their primary immunisations, to be read to and read to daily and to be introduced to more nursery rhymes
than those in the control group. They were also shown to be less likely to have been given cow's milk before
52 weeks or to be receiving inappropriate energy intakes or inappropriate amounts of animal and non-animal
protein, wholefoods, vegetables, fruit and milk. Mothers in the Programme group had a better diet than those
in the control group and were less likely to feel tired, miserable or to want to stay indoors. Thus the evaluation
provided evidence that the Programme is successful in achieving its aims of promoting improved healthcare, nutrition and the overall development of babies.
A seven-year follow-up study carried out in 1997 found that the Programme had sustained these beneficial
effects on parenting skills and maternal self-esteem with benefits extending to subsequent children.
A study carried out in the Programme by Dr Mary Ellen Maguire-Schwartz of the University of Massachusetts,
USA, in 2003 showed that the Programme aided the development of parent-child bonds and attachment and
a study by Mary Molloy in 2007 on the impact of the Programme on Community Mothers showed that it
contributed to lifelong learning.
The Programme is currently being delivered to approximately 2000 parents each year by 152 Community
Mothers. It has expanded to incorporate Breastfeeding Support Groups, Parents and Toddler Groups and to
give attention to the special needs of Travellers and Refugees/Asylum Seekers.
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Families supported in 2009 in the Health Service Executive (HSE)
Dublin North East and Dublin Mid Leinster
Total - 1890

671

1219

HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Number of Family Development Nurses (FDN’s)
Total 11
3

8

HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster

Number of Community Mothers (CM’s)
Total 152

53

99

HSE Dublin North East

HSE Dublin Mid Leinster
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COMMUNITY MOTHERS PROGRAMME
Summary 2009
Outcomes (for families who completed the Programme) … Snapshots
Number of families visited - 1890
Number of Community Mothers - 152
Parents
68% of parents who agreed to take part in the Programme were single parents
7% were teenage parents.

Infant Feeding
34% of Programme mothers initiated breastfeeding
50.5% of the above were still breastfeeding at 13 weeks
47.5% of the above were still breastfeeding at 25 weeks
2.5% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants before 4 months
72.5% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants at 4-6 months
25% of Programme parents introduced solids to their infants at 6 months or over

Immunisation
96.5% of Programme infants completed their immunisation this year.

Hospitalisation
2% of Programme infants were hospitalised during the year
1% were hospitalised due to accidents.

Child Abuse
No child abuse referrals were reported among client group.

Early Reading
97.5% of Programme parents started reading to their infants in the first year of life.

Community Mothers
30.5% of Community Mothers attended courses during the year in addition to their
training received in the Community Mothers Programme.
64 Community Mothers left the Programme during the year.
33.5% of Community Mothers who left the Programme took up paid employment.
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Director and Family Development Nurses
Brenda Molloy Trióna Lucey Elizabeth Henry Rosemary McKean
Florence Burns Maud Cunniffe Ann Savage Ann O’Neill Teresa Keegan
Bernie Rooney Marie Patton
Marie Nyhan
Programme Secretary
Dolores Roberts
Programme Materials
Gordon Harper and Brenda Molloy
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire
Nuala Cassidy
Tara Marsh
Frances O’Connor
Karin O’Loan
Kareena MacLeod
Geraldine Craddock
Dearbhail Sheannon
Catherine Lenehan
Teresa Connell
Rionnach O’Callaghan
Carol Kelly
Ann Doody
Ann Coyne
Francoise McBrien
Ann Massey
Rosalie Chooi
Denise Brennan
Local Health Office
Dublin South East
Teresa Ward
Catherine Evesson
Ann Evans
Monica McGovern
Avril Morrison
Ingrid Norton
Catherine Thornton
Adele O’Connor
Noelle McEvoy
Gillian Wright
Miriam Hamdani
Deirsre Taylor
Hildegarde Cremmins
Joan Taite
Helen Fisher
Joanne Hassett
Local Health Office
Dublin South City
Aisling Shaffrey
Helena Kennedy
Irene Montgomery
Valarie Sommerville
Dympna Collins
Jordinde Rolsma
Jenny Kelly
Barbara Doyle
Nicole Jagusch
Michele Sweetman
Lia Byrne
Rita Garland

Aisling Grimley
Musunga Beauty Hughes
Local Health Office
Dublin South West I
Valerie Fearon
Cliona Byrne
Valery Cinilli
Catherine Molloy
Bernadette Conroy
Ann Maloney
Oloubukola Odunaike
Gillian Donaldson
Elizabeth Ryan
Kathleen Fitzgerald
Patricia Slamon
Hazel Casey
Debbie Dolan
Orla Devine
Local Health Office
Dublin South West II
Omolabake Coker
Audrey Cunningham
Deirgre Conway
Tedda Sheehan
Susan Carney
Winnie Grehan
Yvette Naughton
Audrey O’Brien
Rebecca Tinkler
Louise Walsh
Phyllis Price
Catherine Merriman
Patricia Roche
Mary Maher
Local Health Office
Dublin West I
Mary Cooney
Michelle Swords
Ashling Seery
Samantha Kearney
AnnMarie Louth
Ann Buras
Elizabeth Hooper
Dorothy Donnolly
Nicola Keeller
Fiona O’Brien
Heather McMurray
Denise Hannon
Kataryn Weber
Debbie Joyce
Rachel Nolan

Local Health Office
Dublin West II
Helen Geraghty
Pauline Byrne
Lydia Mudasiru
Yvonne Galvin
Barbara Pietron
Grazyna Nagdowska
Sheila Quinn
Linda Kellett
Evelyn Crothers
Bernie Dunne
Jana Palatova
Anne Kelly
Michelle Byrne
Lorraine Spierin
Local Health Office
Dublin North West
Geraldine Dandy
Mary Byrne
Shirley Carroll
Pauline Dunne
Teresa Deegan
Marie McKenna
Gillian Byrne
Tammy Marshall
Anne Saul
Patricia Kelly
Eya Ofuka
Uwanma Nwaeze
Cyntha Muotto
Debbie Redmond
Ann Marie Roche
Sharon Dandy
Deborah Amina Musa
Winnie McDonagh
Sandra McCorman
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central
Karen O‘Reilly
Siobhan Ormond Roberts
Linda O‘Rourke(RIP)
Jean Rowley
Rachel Cullen
Christina McCarthy
Kay Harford
Frances Keenan
Rose Butler
Denise McCarthy
Ann Doyle
Mona Kearney
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Wicklow
Mary Walsh
Marian Rushe
Marian Cullen
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Evelyn Burns
Ann Foley
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Nadia Conroy
Wendy Byrne
Joyce Hanna
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Brenda Molloy
Programme Director

T

his past year was a challenging one for the Community Mothers Programme
and also for many of the Programme families who have had to find creative
ways of responding to the current recession. During the year, the Programme
delivered a support service to one thousand, eight hundred and ninety parents
and sixty Community Mothers completed their pre-service training, an increase
of 20% on 2008.

T

his year we delivered on most of our targets and focused on a cost-effective
approach towards outcomes. There was an increase in the number of parents who received monthly Programme visits and an increase of 4% on 2008 in
the number of mothers still breastfeeding at 25 weeks. The primary immunisation rate was 96.5% for infants who completed the Programme, an increase of
2.5% on 2008. The Measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR) uptake rates at 12
months of age was 92.5%, an increase of 9% on 2008. There was also a further
decrease in the number of Programme parents who introduced solids to their
infants before 4 months.

D

uring the year, Jennifer Rankine, M.P., Minister for Families and Communi
ties in South Australia, visited the Programme and met Community Mothers from Clondalkin and Ballymun. Minister Rankine stated that she was very
impressed by the Community Mothers that she met during her visit and hopes
to set up a similar programme in South Australia.

R

obyn Kelly, a senior lecturer at the University of Tasmania, also visited the
Programme. Ms Kelly has an interest in primary mental health-care for
parents. She met with the Community Mothers in Clondalkin as well as with the
Family Development Nurses and was very interested in our work. She plans to
share what she learned from her visit with her colleagues in Tasmania.

T

he Programme was also contacted by Claire Glenton of the Department of
Global Health and Welfare in Norway regarding the inclusion in the Cochrane
Review of the randomised controlled trial of the Community Mothers Programme
described in "Community Mothers Programme: randomised controlled trial of
non-professional intervention in parenting" (1993) and in "Community Mothers
Programme - seven year follow-up of a randomised trial of non-professional
intervention in parenting" (2000). The above publications will be included in the
section describing the effect of lay workers in primary and community health
care and also in a section on lay health workers and immunisation. The Cochrane
Review is expected to be published in the Cochrane Library in 2010.

T

he Programme was pleased to facilitate the placement of students in a
number of the Programme areas during the year. These included trainee
Public Health Nurses and also students doing Bachelor in Science Courses in
Midwifery and Master of Science Courses in Child Health. Feedback from the
students suggests that they found their placement with the Programme beneficial.

T

he Community Mothers Programme Workbook, a training manual for homevisitors was completed this year. It is hoped that both the Community Mothers and the Family Development Nurses will find this training manual to be
relevant and beneficial in their work of supporting new parents.

D

uring November and December, six of the Family Development Nurses and
the Programme Secretary were asked to participate in the H1N1 Mass
Vaccination Programme. This had implications for the local Programmes that
these Family Development Nurses coordinate. While I would like to thank all
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Brenda Molloy
Programme Director

the Community Mothers, I want to especially acknowledge the help and support that I received from those Community Mothers who put in extra effort in the
areas where the Family Development Nurses were re-deployed to the H1N1
Vaccination Programme. I particularly wish to acknowledge the significant contribution to the Programme made by the Community Mothers in Kildare / West
Wicklow for the second year in succession. The shortage of staff there is due to
the vacancy created by the non-filling of the vacant post of Family Development
Nurse. In addition, I would like to thank the Family Development Nurses, the
Programme Secretary and Gordon Harper for their continued commitment to
the Programme. I was sad to hear of the death of Linda O'Rourke. Ms O'Rourke
was a Community Mother in Ballymun for many years and will be sadly missed.

I

n conclusion then, to summarise, the Community Mothers Programme con
tinued this year to deliver a high-quality home-visiting programme in a difficult
environment. We look forward to another successful year in 2010

6
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Dolores
Brenda Molloy
Roberts
Programme
Programme Director
Secretary

H

ow time goes by so fast. This is already my second annual report to write
for the Community Mothers Programme.
Last year was a busy year for me as I am still familiarising myself with the
functions of the Programme. Every day is a learning day and I look forward to
many more months of hard work.
uring the year, I provided administrative and clerical back up to Brenda
Molloy and also to the Community Mothers Programme. This involved me
doing such things as typing letters and reports, filing Programme materials,
assembling sets of materials ordered by the Family Development Nurses, preparing posters used to advertise the Programme, processing expenses to reimburse the Community Mothers and also helping with the organising of Programme social and educational events.

D
I

would like to thank Brenda Molloy for her support and for informing me about
the administration of the Programme and for showing me its full benefits. I
would also like to thank the Family Development Nurses. It is a pleasure working with you all.
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Triona Lucey
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire

and well supported by the Director of Public Health Nursing
and by all the Public Health Nurses in the local area.
The Community Mothers remain enthusiastic and continue
to enjoy doing their visits to new parents after they come
home from hospital with their new babies. The Community
Mothers can look back on the year with a sense of
achievement for all the good work they have done.

T

his year taught me so much about the spirit of
volunteering. The giving and unselfish nature of the
Community Mothers was certainly tested this year because
of my involvement with the unprecedented national swine
flu vaccination programme. The Community Mothers 'held
the fort' with Brenda's support, in my absence. During this
time, each of the team maintained and continued all their
monthly visits to all of their Programme families. Their
complete commitment to the Community Mothers
Programme has humbled me and I would like to express
my huge respect and appreciation to each member of the
local team.

The Programme itself operates in a very structured way
but the visits to parents are delivered in a sensitive, friendly
and flexible way that always aims to respond to the needs
of each new parent.
My challenge is to maintain the quality of the Programme
in my local area by sticking to the (core) philosophy of the
Programme and its objectives. It is also important to keep
the families and Community Mothers motivated to stay
with the Programme and this is done by raising awareness
of the value and benefits of the Programme.

Raising awareness, networking and promoting the
Programme locally are always ongoing and the local Public
Health Nurses, speech therapists, Barnardos, the Antenatal
Clinic, the libraries, the schools and the local community
groups were all visited by me this year.

The Community Mothers love to get new information on all
aspects of parenting and, when we get together for our
group meeting every 4-6 weeks, we have a good opportunity
to discuss issues that are relevant to the Programme. In
this area we continue to facilitate student nurses from St.
Vincent's Hospital and also student Public Health Nurses.
The Programme is needed now just as much as it was
when it first started over 20 years ago.

Our monthly group meetings continue to be well-supported
and popular. There provide a forum for lots of learning,
sharing of experiences and discussion of problem-solving
methods. Topics that were covered this year included
attachment, post-natal depression, an update on diet and
immunisation and on baby development. The feedback is
always positive and the meetings are always very well
attended, which builds the comradeship and strength of
the local team.

I would like to thank the group of Community Mothers in
this area for all their efforts. I would also like to wish good
luck to the people who have left to pursue other interests
and to welcome those Community Mothers who have joined
the team during the year.

We enjoyed meeting Community Mothers from other areas
at the Summer Lunch and also at the Christmas Party,
which were both fun and enjoyed by all. The speakers
Berna Brennan and Patricia Slammon, at the Summer
Lunch gave us inspiration and relaxation ideas that will
help to enhance our lives.
We were sad to say goodbye to Catherine Lenehan, Teresa
Connell and Karina O' Loan this year. We appreciate all
that they gave. We were joined by Ann Doody, Kate
Williams, Francoise McBrien, Ann Massey, Rosalie Chooi
and Denise Brennan.

I would like to thank the Director of the Programme, Brenda
Molloy, and the Programme Secretary, Dolores Roberts,
for their constant support. I would also like to thank the
staff at Ballinteer Health Centre who are a joy to work
with.

Rosemary McKean
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

It is due to the energy and enthusiasm of our Community
Mothers that the Programme continues to do so well in
this area. I would like to say thank you to Nuala Cassidy,
Tara Marsh, Frances O' Connor, Geraldine Craddock,
Kareena MacLeod, Dearbhail Sheannon, Rionnach O'
Callaghan and Carol Kelly.

I

t's hard to believe that another year has passed by and
a committed group of volunteers have continued to give
their precious time to family support through home
visitation on a monthly basis. At this juncture I would like
to sincerely thank the Community Mothers for their
valuable work in Dublin South City. Overall, it has been a
good year, especially in these current changeable times.
I look forward to the new decade with positivity for the
future and the development of the Programme. There is a
greater need than ever before for family support because
of the myriad of difficulties that families are facing during
this recession.

Elizabeth Henry
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South East

T

he past year has been a positive one for the
Programme in this area. It has been well received by
the families visited and also continues to be highly regarded

The benefits of the Programme, as we all know from the
8
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evaluation and research findings, are effective on many
levels. We believe that parents are the experts with their
own children and for our partnership to succeed with them,
it must be based on equality and be non-judgmental in
nature. The volunteers work within the framework of the
Programme philosophy and each year the feedback is
encouraging.

and present and the Public Health Nursing Service in Dublin
South City. I would especially like to thank Brenda Molloy,
Director of the Programme, and also Dolores Roberts the
Programme Secretary.

Maud Cunniffe
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

During 2009, the monthly meetings were fun, interesting
and so beneficial to all who regularly attended. Topics on
several parenting issues such as baby-watching,
depression, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and
attachment were some of the subjects discussed. Sharing
our experiences in the Group added to the sessions greatly.
These occasions were also an opportunity for the
Community Mothers to bond and to form meaningful
friendships.

T

his has been a good year for the Community Mothers
Programme in Dublin South West. Six volunteers
joined the Programme and five of these have now taken up
visiting families. We welcome all five - Orla, Valerie, Debbie,
Denise and Liz. Unfortunately we had to say goodbye to
our two Susans. I would like to thank them both for their
commitment and dedication to the Programme during the
past two years.
I would like to thank Bernie, Catherine and Elizabeth who
facilitate the three Mother and Toddler Groups. All three
groups are very popular and are well attended at every
session. At our Summer Lunch, the child librarians Marie
O' Connor and Jackie Coady presented a very interesting
talk on "Reading to babies, toddlers and young children:

The Travellers' Project in the Guinness Halting Site
continues to be very effective although there are fewer
families living there. Two of the families were delighted to
be housed in another area and we have received reports
that they are faring well in settled accommodation. My
aim, as in previous years, was to increase the number of
Programme families in the inner city but this has proved
to be an ongoing challenge.
A new initiative in the Programme was a Mother and Toddler
Group in Hatch Hall, an Asylum Centre in the City. Two of
the Community Mothers facilitated a monthly gathering of
mothers, their infants and their older children. This project
has been a major success on many fronts. The mothers
hailed from many troubled parts of the Globe and it was
evident that their adverse experiences influenced their
demeanour. However, over time, all the mothers and their
children became more trusting and spoke about their
concerns and related to the other mothers on child-rearing
issues. At the start of each session, one of the Community
Mothers who was very musical, played her guitar and
encouraged each mother to sing a lullaby from her own
country which all of them eventually did! It was truly
wonderful to see their reactions of happiness and joy.

The why? The what? The how?" It was an excellent
opportunity to affirm the philosophy of the Programme and
to encourage the Community Mothers in the promoting of
early reading and of the parent as the first and most
important teacher in a child's life. It is gratifying to me that
in 2009, 98% of families visited by the local Community
Mothers started reading to their infants in the first year of
life. Enjoyment of books is a wonderful gift that parents
can pass on to their children.
The meeting which was held with a Fire Officer in September
reinforced the importance of safety in the home and of the
continued relevance of the 'Health and Safety' part of our
visits.
Overall, 2009 has been a very active and successful year.
I would like to thank all who have helped to make this
possible: our volunteer Community Mothers, our local
Director of Public Health Nursing, Sheila Geoghegan, the
Public Health Nurses, the Programme Secretary, Dolores
Roberts and the Director of the Programme, Brenda
Molloy.

This project was most definitely invaluable in empowering
and lifting the spirits of the asylum seekers and this was a
delight to witness. Long may it continue!
I wish every success and happiness to the volunteers who
left the Programme over the year and I sincerely thank
them all for their efforts. You will be sorely missed! I want
to welcome all the new members who joined the
Community Mothers team and thank the core group
wholeheartedly for giving their precious time to visit their
Programme families.

Florence Burns
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

A number of student midwives and Public Health Nurses
visited the Programme during the year and received
information from me on the nature of the Programme.

"

Subcontracting your parental instincts to anybody else
is a mistake. Nobody knows your child the way you
do." (Sheila Wayman - The Irish Times)
Here in the Community Mothers Programme we agree
wholeheartedly with this statement. Since the beginning,
our philosophy has been built on the belief that the parent

The Programme needs a structure to operate within and
so there are many people working to make this possible.
A big thank you to all those who supported the work of the
Programme during the year - the Community Mothers past
9
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Visit of Jennifer Rankine, M.P. Minister for Families and
Communities in Australia.
Community Mothers Programme, Dublin West

Liz Henry, FDN

Left to Right: Maud Cunniffe, FDN and
Ann Savage, FDN
Marie Patton, FDN

Left to Right: Robyn Kelly, Senior Lecturer
University of Tasmania and Florence Burns FDN

Left to Right: Ann O’Neill FDN and
Marie Nyhan FDN
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Visit of Brien Babington CEO, Families Australia, to the Community Mothers Programme
Local Health Office Dublin North West.

Florence Burns (left) training a Community Mother.
Rosemary McKean FDN with the Community
Mothers from LHO Dublin South City
Triona Lucey (left) training a Community Mother.

Left to
Right:
Bernie
Rooney
FDN
and
Teresa
Keegan
FDN
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Visit of Brian Babington, CEO, Familes Australia
to the Community Mothers Programme LHO, Dublin North West

Left to Right: Dolores Roberts, Programme
Secretary and Eilish Kelly, Facilatator

Community Mothers meeting, LHO, Dublin West.
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is the expert on their own child. With this in mind, we
continued to source willing experienced mothers and train
them to visit first-time and some second-time parents in
our local area, bringing them information and support that
contribute enormously to their new parenting experience.
Just to make sure we were "hitting the spot", the visits
were evaluated when the Programme was completed The
following are a few comments made by Programme
Parents:
"The Community Mothers Programme focused on me the
mother. It's nice to be asked how I feel".
"It was good to reflect on what I am doing, and to think
about changes in my baby during each month."
"I received good ideas and support".

One of the new Community Mothers to join us this year
received the Programme 15 years ago in Drimnagh and
really values the support she received and is now able to
offer that same support to young mums in our area.

The positive feedback encourages the Community Mothers
and myself. Without the goodwill of the volunteers, these
visits could not have taken place.

I would like to thank the Public Health Nurses in Deansrath
and Boot Road, the Director and Assistant Directors of
Public Health Nursing in Cherry Orchard, Brenda Molloy,
Dolores Roberts, my colleague, Ann O' Neill and all the
other Family Development Nurses but, most of all, the
Community Mothers without whom none of this would be
possible.

During the year, 4 Community Mothers left due to work
and family reasons. We thank them for their contribution
and wish them well and we welcome Jana, Anne and
Lorraine who have come to join us.
On a personal note, sadly my mam died on June 10th
after a short illness and I would like to thank everyone for
all the care and attention I received during this difficult
time in my life.

During the Summer, we visited Tallaght Library and enjoyed
a talk on the importance of early reading to children. A
recent U.S. study found that two thirds of three year olds
watch two hours of TV each day and have five hours of
back-ground TV. The Community Mothers Programme
encourages early reading, play, conversation and limited
TV viewing. The information leaflets we use are both current
and relevant.

Ann O' Neill
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin West

I appreciate all the Community Mothers and I'm glad we
were able to enjoy the Christmas Party together at the
City West Hotel.

T

his year the Community Mothers Programme has been
both challenging and very rewarding. The home visits
continue to increase and are well-received within the local
community.

I would like to thank Brenda Molloy and Dolores Roberts
for all the support during the year, the Public Health Nurses
and Nursing Administration too. It is great to be part of the
Programme.

This year has gone very well overall. Starting with 14
Community Mothers, I slowly reached my target of 16
Community Mothers in December and recruited my first
non-national Community Mother.

Ann Savage
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin West

Because of the economic downturn I found training and
events were curtailed especially those provided by the
Health Service Executive Health Promotion Unit.
The key events of the year included:
-Facilitating a 'Getting to know your baby' talk to
the parents in the Mothers and Toddlers Group.
-Presenting a Community Mothers Programme
display stand at the Health Fair in Inchicore.
-Sending two local Community Mothers to
participate in an 'Incredible Years' event.
-Organising a joint group meeting with my colleague
Ann Savage's Community Mothers in the Summer
with an external facilitator to give a session on 'How
to cope with stress'.
-Writing an article for the local newsletter 'Buzz'
about the Programme and making an appeal for
more volunteers.
-Organising our local Summer Lunch.
-Attending the annual Christmas Party.

A

s the Programme enters its 21st year it still enjoys a
very good uptake in Clondalkin. This is of course due
to the wonderful support and commitment that the
Community Mothers offer to the parents in their local area.
This year we have seen a huge increase in the number of
parents supported with an average of 75 visited each
month. A large number of mums from Eastern Europe are
visited by Grace, Barbara and Jana who speak Polish,
Czech and Russian and many of these mums attend our
Mother and Toddler Group which welcomes new parents
each week. Here they have found great support and
friendship with the help of Yvonne and Bernie who facilitate
the groups.
Denise Jordan left the Two's Club in September following
the birth of her daughter. Michelle Byrne has now taken
over this group and facilitates up to 10 mums with their
children every Friday for art and crafts.

The ongoing success of the Parent and Toddler Group
continues to be one of the highlights of the Programme. I
13
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was to say a big thank you to Samantha and Ashling who
facilitate the Group every week.

Bernie Rooney
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

I would also like to thank the Community Mothers for their
hard work and ongoing commitment to the Programme.
Along with them, I would like to thank my colleagues in
Rowlagh and Ballyfermot Health Centres for their ongoing
support and promotion of the Programme, and also the
other Family Development Nurses and Brenda Molloy.

T

his was a very sad year for the Community Mothers
Programme in Ballymun due to the death of Linda O'
Rourke, Community Mother, who passed away the 14th
July. She was so brave and so giving even after her health
failed her.
Ballymun continues to change. There are new homes,
and therefore new addresses. It is now a very cosmopolitan
area with both apartments and houses.
The Programme was well received and there were 20
Community Mothers visiting on average 140 mothers each
month. Our Breastfeeding Support Group, thanks to the
lovely people at Geraldstown House, has grown in strength
and numbers.

Teresa Keegan
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

T

he Community Mothers Programme continues to be
well received in the Finglas area by both professionals
and the Programme families. This year the Community
Mothers Programme celebrated 21 years in operation, and
one of our first babies born in 1989 has since become a
mother and is now a Programme mother.
At present there are twenty Community Mothers visiting
160 families each month in their own homes as well as
giving additional breastfeeding-support visits. We offer
breastfeeding support every Wednesday in Wellmount
Clinic. This group is growing in strength each year with
the result that the mothers are breastfeeding into the
second year and are all waiting until six months to start
spoon-feeding.

Our weekly Parent and Toddler Group has been well
attended and we continued to make suggestions and to
inform parents both on childcare and health matters.
Our Traveller Programme continues and we give a welcome
all the new babies born in St Margaret's Halting Site during
2009.
During the year, we continued to facilitate General Nursing
students, Public Health Nursing students and direct-entry
midwifery students. We have also continued our input to
the primary care ante-natal classes - where we gave talks
on the Community Mothers Programme and on the
advantages of breastfeeding.

We have six Parent and Toddler Groups, all well attended
each week. Some of the groups have started a "weigh in"
for the mums. This is great as I give them a talk on healthy
eating, and, as a result a lot more fruit is eaten. The
Travellers' Parent and Toddler Group, which was moved to
Friday afternoons to facilitate working mothers, is a great
success. This year we had visits to a farm, the Hurly Burly
play centre and to the Zoo, all of which were well attended.

Having received training on the Health Services Executive's
Swine Flu protocol, Basic Life-Skills and the treatment of
anaphylactic shock, I assisted at the H1N1 immunisation
clinics for a number of weeks.
I wish to thank the following people:
The Community Mothers past and present; Brenda Molloy,
Director of the Programme and also the Director and
Assistant Directors of the Public Health Nursing Service
in Local Health Office Dublin North Central. I would also
like to thank the Public Health Nurses and my co-workers
in Geraldstown House.

During the year I also facilitated student nurses and student
Public Health Nurses.
I would like to thank the following for their support during
the past year:
-The Community Mothers past and present,
-The Director of the Programme and the Programme
Secretary,
-The Public Health Nurses in Wellmount Clinic,
-The Porter, Tommy O' Leary,
-The Secretary, Michelle Bolger
-The Staff of St. Bridget's National School and of St.
Malachy's National School, St. Kevin's National
School and the Finglas Library,
-The Director of Nursing,
-All the Family Development Nurses.

Marie Patton
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Dublin North

T

he Community Mothers in Dublin North have been busy
visiting their Programme families. They are very
committed to the philosophy and delivery of the
Programme and are always enthusiastic and cheerful. I
appreciate them and thank them for their hard work during
the year. They have enabled so many mothers to enjoy
and understand their babies by delivering the Programme
to them.
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In Coolock, we have a weekly Mother and Toddler Group.
This offers a lively, friendly local venue for mothers, babies
and toddlers.

The Summer Lunch held in Airfield House was well attended
and very enjoyable and the seminars gave us some very
helpful hints on how to deal with stress and how to avoid
procrastination, a common behaviour that can affect many
people.

There is also a weekly Breastfeeding Support Group that
meets on Thursdays. Mothers who come to the
Breastfeeding Support Group help one another by sharing
about both their successes and their problems. I also offer
Breastfeeding Support through home visits because, during
the early days after the birth, some mothers are not able
to attend the Group. However, the birth rate in this area
remains high and formula feeding remains a popular
choice for feeding babies.

During the year, support and information sessions were
provided for student nurses, Public Health Nurse students
and direct entry midwifery students.
The Parent, Baby and Toddler Group also gained in strength
during the year and the feedback from the mothers who
attended was very positive.

During the year, student Public Health Nurses and direct
entry midwifery students visited the Community Mothers
Programme in Coolock and I gave them a presentation on
the work done by me and the Community Mothers and
introduced them to some of the local Community Mothers.
It is important that these students learn about the
Programme as they will be working in the community when
they graduate.

Thanks to all who supported the Programme in Bray and
Wicklow including the Public Health Nurses whose ongoing
support is much appreciated. I want to particularly thank
Joan and Pam in Wicklow, my fellow Family Development
Nurses, the Director of Public Health Nursing, Dolores the
Programme Secretary and Brenda Molloy, Director of the
Programme
.

I would like to thank all the people who supported me in
delivering the Community Mothers Programme during the
year, the Community Mothers, the Family Development
Nurses and the Director of Public Health Nursing, Mary
Powell. I would also like to thank Maureen Curtis, Dolores
Roberts and finally Brenda Molloy, Director of the
Programme.

Marie Nyhan
Family Development Nurse
Local Health Office
Wicklow

T

he Community Mothers Programme continued to grow
in strength in the Wicklow area during 2009,
particularly in Bray and Greystones and maintaining the
Programme is both rewarding and challenging.
The participation and contribution by the Community
Mothers is what makes it all possible. The Programme
has an unusual mix in its approach to supporting families
in that it is gentle, non intrusive and empowering. Watching
how this manifests itself over the first year and, in some
cases, into the second year of a child's life is amazing.
This past year saw unprecedented changes in Ireland
especially on the economic front bringing added pressures
and challenges to families at the very crucial time of starting
a new family. This is where the Programme plays an
important role in supporting and encouraging parents
through home visits during the transition to parenthood.
To the Community Mothers for their ongoing generosity
and enthusiasm I say a big 'Thank you'. Thanks also to
the Community Mothers who for varied reasons left the
Programme during the year.
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Gordon Harper
Programme Materials

B

renda Molloy and I continued to hold editorial meetings throughout 2009. This
year we had 15 meetings. At these meetings we maintained and on-going
evaluation of the various Programme materials, taking into consideration their usage
and their relevance in the context of the current needs of the Programme. We also
took note of comments and queries as well as suggestions from those who use
the materials when visiting Programme families.
From January onwards we began a review of the Manual of Illustrated Sheets that
had been previously published in 2005. The review and re-editing work proved to
be a lengthy process and continued on throughout the year. Each Illustrated
Sheet featured in the Manual was examined for relevance, accurracy, clarity and
assessed on how dating had affected both the style and the illustrations used.
Other aspects were also considered, particularly health and safety issues relating
to food allergies, baby sleeping positions and protecting babies from the sun when
outdoors. Submissions were also sought from those who use the materials and
responses were taken carefully into consideration. The guides to each Illustrated
Sheet in the Manual were also proof-read and appropriate changes made. As
considerable changes to both text and illustrations were deemed necessary, it
was clear that the revision would continue into 2010.
Along with the Manual revision other materials needed to be prepared, reviewed
and reprinted. These included the following items:














The calendar for 2010 was prepared and printed ready for publication;
An updated photographic display illustrating various aspects of the
Programme for use on the Programme Display Board was designed, printed
and laminated;
The Developmental Card, various visiting cards and the CM-1 form were
re-edited and printed ready for publication;
A Programme Christmas card was designed and prepared for publication;
The 2008 Annual Report submissions were proof-read and returned to the
Programme Secretary for typing and 106 submitted photographs were
scanned and/or edited. Proofs of the photographs were printed so that
suitable captions could be added prior to lay-out and publication. The
selected photographs were then forwarded to the lay-out artist;
A Programme Review by Brenda Molloy was also proof-read and a
personal report on Programme materials developed typed and printed;
The Nursery Rhyme Book and Recipe Book were also checked through and
printed ready for publication.

Once again, I would like to express my appreciation to all those who gave positive
feedback on the materials that we produce for use in the Programme. I would also
like to thank those people who made constructive criticisms and gave useful
suggestions that helped us make improvements to the materials. As a result we
are confident that the updated Illustrated Sheets will be even more fit for purpose
when they are published next year. We look forward to hearing reports of how
they, along with the other Programme materials, are serving to enhance the work
of those who present the Programme.
In closing, I want to thank Brenda Molloy, Programme Director, for her dedication
and for her encouragement throughout the year. I also want to thank her for her
help in keeping our equipment up to date.
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"I heard about the Community
Mothers Programme in the
hospital."

I

heard about the Community
Mothers Programme while I was
in the hospital. They phoned me and
suggested that I register.
The Programme helps young mothers
to feel more confident in raising up
their children, especially the ones
who came from abroad and have no
one else who can give them support.
Also young mothers doing the
Programme can share information
and experiences.

me and for my daughter, Abi. It was
nice to get tips and help from
someone who has previously
experienced what I'm only learning
to do. Also, it's nice to chat normally
again and 'be me and not mammy'
for a short time.

Marie's visits are always welcome as
she is both professional, warm and
friendly. I would like to thank and
encourage those involved in the
Community Mothers Programme for
their invaluable help and support in
helping mums like me!

Dot, my Community Mother has
given me great tips on various sorts
of foods for me to give Abi. The whole
Programme has been really helpful
to me and my daughter.

Esther
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Kildare West Wicklow

Donna
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

I look forward to Catherine's visits as
she gives me a lot of new and very
useful information. We discuss
things that I want to be informed about
and, even in between her visits, I
think of what I am going to ask her
when she comes the next time.
Nowadays, we can find loads of
information on the internet but
sometimes it happens to be
inconsistent and you need someone
with a wide experience to give you
guidance as to what is best.
My parents live far away and so they
cannot be there when we need them.
We are lucky that we have someone
like Catherine, the person who is
always happy to answer any
questions, and to give us guidance.
I would like to thank Catherine
Thornton for the guidance that I get
from her in the raising up of my little
daughter. I would also like to thank
everybody who helped to set up the
Community Mothers Programme.
Julija
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South East

“The whole Programme has
been really helpful to me
and my daughter"

T

he Community Mothers
Programme has been good for

"Not only was she interested in
the well-being of my children
but she also showed real
concern for my health as well."
"The Community Mothers
Programme also provides very
helpful information leaflets"

H

aving twin girls on 24th
December 2008 was both an
amazing and a challenging
experience. Life has never quite been
the same since! Lydia and Jessica
are my first children and one of the
most difficult aspects of the early
months was coping with twins while
having no family near at hand.
Marie from the Community Mothers
Programme began visiting us the first
month after the twins were born and
she has continued to provide helpful
and encouraging support ever since.
Marie brings a wealth of experience
to each visit and always answers my
many questions and queries in a
calm reassuring manner. At one
stage we had concerns about the
girls' development and Marie was
able to dispel a lot of our fears by
telling us about similar babies that
she had visited over the years and
whose outcomes were very positive.
The Community Mothers Programme
also provides very helpful information
leaflets. In particular, I found the
information on breastfeeding and
weaning particularly useful. The
recipes for weaning and the nursery
rhyme booklets have also been put
to good use.
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I

n 2004 my first son was born and
Ann, a Community Mother, offered
to visit me in my own home on a
regular basis. I was very glad of her
friendship and the help she gave me.
Again, two years ago, on the birth of
my second son, I requested Ann to
visit me as I found her help invaluable.
Now she is like a second mother to
me. Not only was she interested in
the well-being of my children but she
also showed real concern for my
health as well.
As my children suffer from asthma
and have speech problems there were
constant appointments to be kept.
These I found at times to be
overwhelming but Ann would
reassure me by saying, "You are
doing great. You will get there - things
will be okay in the end."
From my experience of Community
Mothers, they are invaluable.
Jenny
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
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"Aisling has four children so has
plenty of experience..."

I

have been a participant in the
Community Mothers Programme
for six months now and have found it
to be a worthwhile experience. I have
been particularly lucky to have a
fantastic Community Mother who has
visited me each month. She is called
Aisling Grimley.
Aisling has four children of her own
and so has plenty of experience. She
has shared some great tips with me
on topics related to the baby's feeds,
sleeping times, or about childcare,
etc. She has been very supportive to
me in a completely non-judgemental
way and I looked forward to meeting
up together each month.
She's extremely easy to get on with
and puts you at ease from the outset,
which has led to us having a very open
dialogue.
My only other comment on the
Programme is that it probably would
have been very useful during the first
few months of my baby's life as it
was then that I really struggled with
feeding and generally getting used
to such huge changes to our lives.
Other than that I am most grateful to
Aisling for giving up her time to come
and meet me monthly especially as
she has her four children and I am
quite sure it was not always
convenient for her. She even came
on one of the snowiest days!
It has been very useful and enjoyable
to participate in this Programme and
I would like to thank all those
involved, especially Aisling.
Aileen
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

"It is great to know that
Samantha will call
once a month"

S

amantha
Kearney,
my
Community Mother, visits me
once a month. I find Samantha to be

very helpful. She always gives me
guidance and support on the
development of my son, Alexander.
She always has great tips and gives
me plenty of information on safety in
the home, my child's health e.g.
colds and flu, vaccines, etc, toilet
training, teeth brushing and healthy
eating. She is always very friendly
and her infectious laugh would
always cheer you up if you were
having a hard day.
It is great to know that Samantha will
be visiting me once a month because
if I have concerns or need guidance I
know that I can ask Samantha and
she will always do her best to give
me the answers. If she doesn't know
the answer, she will find out for me.
Susan
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

"I would recommend all
first-time mothers to take
up the offer of the Community
Mothers Programme"

I

t has been really great to have the
guidance and the experience of
somebody with young children,
somebody who was easy to talk to,
with no medical back-ground. I would
recommend all first-time mothers to
take up the offer of the Community
Mothers Programme.

Donna
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

"I like the fact that the monthly
visits focus on the needs
of our family".

W

hen I was invited to take part
in the Community Mothers
Programme, I was told that
Community Mothers are experienced
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mothers from the local community
who offer support and guidance to
new parents but do not give advice
or tell parents what they should be
doing. I was worried that the reality
may be different to the theory and
was somewhat apprehensive about
having a stranger come into my
home who would observe my
parenting skills. I didn't need to worry.
Rionnach, my Community Mother,
has been very supportive and I feel
that I have gained confidence from
her guidance and support but have
never felt judged or felt that I was
being told what I should do. I was
breastfeeding and I was finding it
tough at times. Rionnach had also
breastfed her children so her
experience was an added benefit to
me. I have found that the Community
Mothers Programme provides a
fantastic opportunity to benefit from
someone who has been through the
'ups and downs' of rearing children
and to get help to find my way as a
parent.
I like the fact that the monthly visits
focus on the needs of our family.
When I ask questions or raise issues
that I have come across, Rionnach
outlines what she may have done in
a similar situation and I have found
this very helpful. Over the last year, I
have found that I have used many
suggestions that Rionnach has
made. They have included day-to-day
things such as how to entertain my
son Dara or suggestions about having
books with textures in them for him
or about buying him a ball. They have
also included bigger things such as
like how to organise a first birthday
party for him without ending up
completely stressed out at the end.
When I was questioning something I
was doing or querying whether or not
I was approaching something the
right way, Rionnach was someone
who would offer useful ideas but was
completely impartial at the same
time.
She would often give me confidence
about what I was already doing or
guide me when I wasn't sure what to
do next.
I found that having monthly targets
helped to focus my mind and put a
structure on my life as a new mother.
These targets included day-to-day
items such as maintaining an
adequate diet and getting enough
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A collage of
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exercise as well as practical things
such as putting my son's name down
for school something so important but
not on my 'radar' when he was a
newborn. They also included social
things such as encouraging me to
investigate local Parent and Toddler
Groups or local playgrounds that
would help me meet other new
parents. Having targets also helped
me to deal with the emotional part of
my life such as making time to be
with my husband, and be a couple
again. From time to time, Rionnach
might point out that while I may have
completed all of the targets that were
aimed at helping my son, I hadn't
completed the ones aimed at helping
myself. Hearing something like this
would help to make me more aware
of keeping a sense of balance in
what I was doing. It is very easy to
spend so much time concentrating
on all the things that are required in
looking after a new baby that you
forget about yourself and your
relationship with other people.
Although my husband has never met
Rionnach, he has also benefited from
her visits. In a general sense he found
the confidence given to me by her
visits helped us all as a family. He
also found the Programme materials
provided on each visit acted either
as a useful reminder to do something
we may not always have thought of
or as a useful aid to guide us on
things such as speaking to Dara in
simple sentences or on the salt or
sugar levels present in certain foods.

I would recommend
all first-time mothers
to take up the offer
of the Community
Mothers Programme.
I love the fact that developmental
milestones are recorded as part of
the Programme. As the visits are
monthly, Rionnach often sees
changes that we may not have
noticed being with Dara every day. It
is lovely to have a record of when he
reached these milestones and it's
always interesting when Rionnach
notices things and points them out
to us.

I tried to think of some constructive
criticism of the Programme but I
really can't. A record is taken each
month of my diet as well as that of
my son. At one level this is tedious
but I have to admit that, in the first
few months, it was useful to think
about my diet, to be reminded of the
food pyramid and to be made aware
that my nutritional requirements
might need to be adapted when
breastfeeding. All in all, I have found
the Programme very helpful and feel
I have benefited from the opportunity
to take part in it.
Linda
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire

"The visits are very welcoming
and reassuring…"

I

usually have a list of questions and
queries for my Community Mother
e.g. How will I get my baby to enjoy
the bath? Does my baby need to be
in a routine? How many bottles a day
are enough for my baby? When will
my baby start walking?
The visits are very welcoming and
reassuring and I would have no
hesitation in recommending the
Community Mothers Programme to
any new mums.
Angie
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Wicklow

"I find her to be such a great
listener, very helpful and
also very understanding"

"As I do not live close to family
members these visits are
hugely important to me."

T

he Community Mothers
Programme has been of
invaluable help and support to me
since the birth of my son Ike in
December 2008.
Each visit offers an opportunity to get
reassurance and guidance regarding
Ike's day-to-day well-being, his
routines and about any sleeping or
feeding difficulties. They also give an
opportunity to seek information about
any health concerns that may arise,
both for Ike and for myself.
As I do not live close to members of
my family, these visits are hugely
important to me.

M

y name is Angelina. I have been
visited by Audrey my
Community Mother for over one year
now. I find her visits to be such a great
help. I find her to be such a great
listener, very helpful and also very
understanding.
I look forward to each visit every
month. I am expecting my third baby
now and I am looking forward to many
more visits from Audrey.
Angelina
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

Jennifer
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

"Doing the Programme also
helped me get through my
depression…"

I
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met a nurse from the Health
Centre. We had a talk about my
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son and about the Community
Mothers Programme. She asked me
if the Community Mother's visits
helped me. I answered that her visits
were very helpful as she discussed
with me about caring for my baby,
playing with him, feeding him etc.
Doing the Programme also helped
me get through my depression and
encouraged me to meet with other
people and also told me about the
Parent and Toddler Group where I
could meet other mums and where
Matthew could meet and play with
other kids.

"She helped me to
watch and enjoy Jack"
I really enjoyed Karen, my
Community Mother, calling to visit me
when I had Jack. She has also visited
my two sisters when they lived in
Belclare with my parents. She helped me
to watch and enjoy Jack and
encouraged me to read to him. She gave
me information on vaccination and
reminded me to call and see the Public
Health Nurse.

We discussed Matthews progresshow he is, what he likes to do, what
he eats, etc. She also talks to me
about vaccinations.
Ewelina
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

I am very grateful to her.
Rachel
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

The visits are very
welcoming and
reassuring...

"At the end of Nikki's visits each
month I'd feel a lot more
confident and look forward to
the month ahead"

I

was at the end of my tether and
sleep-deprived through having a
baby suffering from a dreadful reflux.
When we went to the local health
clinic for Órla's 3-month check-up,
the Public Health Nurse, sensing my
despair, mentioned the Community
Mothers Programme. I signed up
immediately without really knowing
anything about the Programme.
My husband and I were armed with
a list of medical type questions for
Nikki's first visit as we assumed this
would be similar to a visit from the
Public Health Nurse. Once Nikki filled
us in on the Programme, we spent
most of the hour moaning about how
frustrated we were and how useless
we felt in the hope that she would
have some magic answers. She
consoled us and assured us that Órla
seemed to be a healthy, contented

baby. She said that we were not
doing anything wrong and that, most
importantly, it would get easier!
These were things that, at the time,
we really needed to hear.
As Nikki only saw Órla once a
month, she was really able to see
how she was coming along
developmentally and to reassure us
that all was well. Also, since she was
a mother herself she was able to tell
us about how different each of her
children had been as babies and that
also put our minds at ease. It was
so great to me to have someone I
could go to with small queries such
as how to clean Órla's teeth properly
or what finger-food to give. If
something cropped up, I knew that
Nikki would be calling to the house
in a week or so and I could put it to
her then.
Nikki encouraged my husband and I
to go out as a couple and
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encouraged me to go to the Mother,
Baby and Toddler Group and we
found this beneficial. At the end of
Nikki's visit each month I'd feel a lot
more confident and able to look
forward to the month ahead.
I have recommended the Community
Mothers Programme to all my
pregnant friends as my husband and
I found it invaluable. My only negative
thought is that I didn't find out about
the Programme sooner.
Lynda
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Wicklow

Section VI

Comments from
Community Mothers
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"The Community Mothers
Programme is a very valuable
resource in this area and is
offered to as many new
parents as possible…"

T

he Community Mothers Pro
gramme is a very valuable
resource in this area and is offered
to as many new parents as possible.
We have a great variety of young
parents from different countries,
cultures and backgrounds. Many of
these have moved to live in our area
due to the high number of new
housing developments that have
been built here in the last five to six
years.
Young first-time parents can often feel
quite isolated and the visits of the
Community Mother once a month
can make an enormous difference to
their lives. A new Community Mother,
Niamh was trained this year and I
hope she will enjoy working with the
Programme. I would also like to thank
Cecilia and Jannette for their
commitment to the Programme.
Despite having busy lives they make
the time to visit and present the
Programme to young families. I would
like to thank them sincerely.
Our group meetings continue to be
a forum for the exchange of views and
of suggestions for updating our
knowledge and this improves our
Programme visits. Thank you Brenda
for your guidance and enthusiasm.
In September, Brenda organised a
workshop on Stress Management,
which was very suitable for all
considering it was a recessionary
year. We found Eilish, the person
who presented the workshop, very
informative and we all benefited from
her knowledge of the subject. We
would highly recommend her.
Our Christmas Party was held in the
City West Hotel. We all had a great
night and the food, the music and
spot prizes were excellent. I would
once again like to thank my
colleagues and especially the
Programme Director, Brenda Molloy
for all her help and commitment
during the last year.
Marie Armstrong
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow

"I have always felt that the core
principle of the Programme
is respect for the parents…."

I

made my first visit as a Commu
nity Mother in October 1994 when
my youngest son was 20 months
old. I was very nervous on that first
day and wondered how I would be
received. I am glad to say that,
despite my nervousness, that visit
went well and I went on to visit that
same family for two years.
I still meet the parents of that baby,
now a young man attending
secondary school, around the
neighbourhood and they are always
eager to tell me how he is doing.
I have visited many families over the
last sixteen years and I still feel that
I get as much from the Programme
as I give to it. It is a privilege that
mothers, and sometimes also
fathers, feel secure enough to talk
to me about their babies and about
any worries and anxieties they may
have. They are also eager each
month to share the progress the
babies have made since my last visit.
“I like to feel that
through the Programme
I have played
a small part
in that development”

The Programme is based on a very
simple idea - experienced mothers
in the community supporting young
parents with their babies. I know from
what the families have said that they
hugely appreciate the nonjudgemental support that they
receive from the Programme. I have
always felt that the core principle of
the Programme is respect for the
parents and acknowledgement of
their expertise with their own babies.
They know that we are there to help
and provide information but not to
judge or lecture them.
In latter years, many people have
come to work and live in Ireland from
other countries. At first I was unsure
as to how I could communicate with
mothers whose first language is not
English but these visits brought
another dimension to the
Programme. We learned from each
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other as we shared the different
methods of childrearing in each
other's country and I would like to
think that I was a valuable link into
the community here for people who
were far from their families back
home. The language differences
never caused a problem as we all
had children and had the concern for
their well-being in common.
I look forward to many more years in
the Programme. I would never get
bored with it as each child is unique.
It is great when I visit each month to
see the children develop from tiny
infants and to see their parents
become more confident in their role.
I like to feel that through the
Programme I have played a small part
in that development.
Catherine Thornton
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South East

"I have been participating in the
Community Mothers
Programme for the
last 9 months …"

I

have been participating in the
Community Mothers Programme
for the last 9 months. My motivation
to start was simply to do something
meaningful while staying at home
with my child before he starts school.
After the past nine months I think that
the Community Mothers Programme
is a fantastic opportunity for first-time
mothers, who often feel isolated,
exhausted, not enough understood
and unable to cope through having
simply too much to do. Many of them
(being foreigners in Ireland) don't
know the local infrastructure and are
grateful for being put in touch with
local community services. They also
like the company (and so do I) and
understanding or the gentle support,
which is the unspoken philosophy of
the Programme.
I am also happy because I have
helped other Community Mothers
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who are not native English speakers,
to understand the purpose and the
philosophy of the whole Programme.
I have met some wonderful women
who deeply understand the daily
struggles of life and who are able to
help others to make the best of "now".
Jana Palatová
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin West

"Over the years I have
encountered diverse
nationalities, cultures,
age ranges and family units"

I

have been visiting families in my
area for almost six years. Over the
years I have encountered diverse
nationalities, cultures, age ranges
and family units. The common
denominator with each and every
parent is the desire to do the very
best they can for their own child.
I have found that their reasons for
participating in the Programme can
vary. Some mothers may feel
isolated as they do not have an
extended family nearby while others
may feel more comfortable speaking
with an 'outsider'. Older mothers,
despite great preparation, may find
the reality is very different from the
theory and become anxious and
unsure.
Having someone to listen to their
worries or discuss their ideas and
help them feel reassured can boost
their confidence and enable them to
really enjoy their baby and have fun!
I love doing the monthly visits and it
is great to watch mothers and babies
grow together and get to know each
other and me! As the months
progress, it is wonderful when a
toddler greets me at the door with a
big smile of recognition and welcome!
In addition to the information, support
and encouragement that I can bring
to the relationship, I have also

learned a great deal from our
exchanges and it is great to be able
to pass on a new idea or a useful tip
from one mom to another.
Helping out in our monthly Parent,
Toddler and Baby Group is another
aspect that enriches the Programme.
For some mothers it is an aid to
starting a new social life and making
contact with other new moms. Many
who come to the Group also meet
regularly outside of the Group and
have become firm friends. Some
come to the Group to renew contact
with us and perhaps to show us their
new babies as well as the thriving
two or three year-olds who were once
our 'clients'!
Last but not least are the regular
group sessions where I have met a
host of other mothers in the
community who are like-minded and
where we get an opportunity to
exchange ideas and opinions, ask
advice or catch up on the latest
findings or directives on childcare.
More importantly, we have a good
'natter' and a laugh and the coffee
and scones are not bad either!
Marian Rushe
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Wicklow

"What I love and enjoy about
this unique Programme is the
way in which I can help parents
to recognise, in a very relaxed
environment, that they are the
experts with their own babies".

I

have been involved in the
Community Mothers Programme
for almost seven years now. I first
heard about the Programme when
the Home-School Liaison Officer from
the school my children attended
approached me and asked if I would
be interested in becoming a
Community Mother. Having known
me for many years, she felt this type
of work would suit me. How right she
was!
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As I was on the parents' committee,
I was already very involved in helping
out in the school. As I had a lot of
free time on my hands, I was able to
get involved with the shared reading,
homework club, hot-dog days, school
outings and retreats, all of which I
immensely enjoyed.
Having stayed at home to raise my
three children I had lost a lot of
confidence. I read the flyer from the
Health Service giving a description
of what the Programme was all about
and thought "Yes, I would really love
to learn new skills, share my
experiences with new parents, make
a difference in my community and,
most of all, have a sense of
fulfilment". But I was too shy to make
contact with the Health Service. My
friend put my name forward and within
weeks Deirdre, the Family
Development Nurse, called to my
home to interview me and the rest is
history.
“The Family
Development Nurse
called to my home to
interview me and the
rest is history”
Although I was given intensive training
over the next few months in my own
home and which I found very relaxing,
I was very apprehensive when I was
given my first two families to visit. I
knew I would be guided and
supported by my Family
Development Nurse but it didn't stop
me from worrying about the initial
first visit. I need not have worried. It
was a wonderful experience for me (I
was to learn later that it was equally
a lovely experience for each of "my"
mothers that I visited). I have visited
so many mothers in the past seven
years and it is still as wonderful an
experience as it was the first time. I
have also been privileged to be invited
to visit mothers at their request who
have gone on to have a second child.
What I love and enjoy about this
unique Programme is the way in
which I can help parents to
recognise, in a very relaxed
environment, that they are the
experts with their own babies.
It is also lovely to encourage mums
to talk about their babies'
development because by talking
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about it, it enables them to see how
they contribute to their babies' overall
development by talking, singing or by
bouncing their baby on their knee.
Seeing new mums grow in
confidence touches me every time
because, in progressing like this, they
get to enjoy the wonder of their baby
and can move easier from each
developmental stage to another with
their baby.
I have asked some of my mums what
they enjoyed about the Programme
and the feedback shows that it has
been equally as enjoyable for them.
They commented that they can ask
questions without feeling silly, that I
have boosted their self confidence,
that because the Programme is
confidential, they can talk to me
about any feelings of insecurity, the
Illustrated Sheets are a great way of
giving information, that they are able
to exchange ideas or lastly, but of
equal importance, they said that I
have helped them to learn a wide
range of parenting skills.
Finally, I would like to say that I
cannot take all the credit for helping
"my" mothers for indeed the carefully
skilled way in which the Programme
has been put together from the
Illustrated Sheets and the forms that
you fill in with the mum that focus on
the healthcare and nutrition of their
baby to the monthly meetings where
I am given up-to-date information and
encouragement.
All of this works hand in hand with
the guidance and support offered
indefinitely by Trióna Lucey, the
current Family Development Nurse
to be the reason that this Programme
has worked so well for my mothers
and me. I am still in awe of the gift of
being able to make a real contribution
to first-time mums.

"My Community Mother was
always there with an ear to listen
and a smile on her face…"

I

n 1994, I had the privilege of a visit
from a Community Mother. Back
then I was a young mother with a
beautiful baby boy to look after. Not
everybody tells you how hard it can
be to look after a baby but my
Community Mother was always there
with an ear to listen and a smile on
her face. Between both of us, if I had
any questions or worries we worked
them out together. Being a mother
herself she always gave great
guidance and useful tips. Sometimes
she even took ideas from me to take
to share with other mothers having
been an only child, this was a
fantastic experience for me.
Now, over 15 years later, I myself am
a Community Mother and I am really
enjoying it. The fact that I might be
helping someone in a similar situation
to mine is great. It is also very
rewarding to see the babies making
progress and developing new skills.
The mothers also benefit from trying
new ideas and their enthusiasm on
the return visits is a delight to see.
All in all, this is a fantastic
Programme to be involved with and I
can only hope that I am as helpful to
my mothers as my Community
Mother was to me.
Lorraine Spierin
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin West

"It has been helpful for me
to do this Programme because
being an immigrant and having
babies without family can be a
very difficult time."

M

y name is Musunga Hughes, I
have been a Community Mother
working with the Programme in
Dublin South City for 2 years.
It has been an eye-opener for me and
rewarding to be able to support
mothers who are already doing a
great job in caring for their babies. I
am always looking forward to our
meetings.
It has been helpful for me to do this
Programme because being an
immigrant and having babies without
the support of my family could have
made it a very difficult time for me.
So it is a pleasure to give my support
to any mothers who may be
experiencing a feeling of isolation.
At the moment I have only worked
with the mothers in the Refugee
Centre. These mothers are friendly
and welcoming regardless of the
space and conditions they live in and
they welcome any help and support
they can get. I only wish I had known

"It will be great to meet new mums and watch how their
children grow and develop each month.…"
When my second child started school, I noticed I had
some spare time available and so I decided to enquire
about the Community Mothers Programme.

I thank you Brenda Molloy, Director
of Community Mothers Programme,
for your vision. I also thank the
Programme and the mothers for
giving me the privilege for being part
of this programme.

I met with Brenda Molloy last September and I started
my training. It's November now and I'm just about to
meet my first mother next week. I'm a little nervous
but I am really looking forward to a new challenge.
It will be great to meet new mums and see how their
children grow and develop each month.

Tara Marsh
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dun Laoghaire

Niamh Barden-Couch
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow
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about the Programme myself when
my children were born.
The Programme in Hatch Hall got on
so well that we set up a Parent and
Toddler Group that meets once a
month. At the Group we always have
a great time. We sing, talk, listen to
music and play games with the
children.
The only disadvantage with the
Refugee Centre is that the mothers
and the babies can be moved on at
any time and not be able to continue
in the Programme. I always feel sad
when that happens.
All in all, I have enjoyed every minute
of my work as a Community Mother
and I look forward to meeting more
mothers and babies. Last but not
least, I would like to thank the
Community Mothers Programme for
having me.
Musunga Hughes
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South City

"A feature of the Breastfeeding
Support Group is the
friendships that are made"

made a great friend with another
breastfeeding mother that I met
through the Group. We go walking
together each week. Some of the
mums also meet at the local Mother
and Toddler Groups. They go
swimming, visit the park and meet
together in each others homes. This
is important for them because many
are trying to make a life for
themselves so that their homes are
not just their workplace.
Any mothers I have met over the
years have shared the same
sentiment as myself that Teresa
Keegan, the Family Development
Nurse is "brilliant". Her words of
wisdom, guidance and support are
next to none.
Every new mum is given her mobile
phone number. They can phone
anytime and Teresa will come and
visit them. They've expressed to me
how much they appreciate her.
Finally, I would like to say that I was
part of a great team of Community
Mothers who I'm sure, like myself,
do what they do because they get
so much from it. It has been a great
honour and privilege to be part of this
team and I wish them all well for the
future.
Teresa Deegan
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central.

T

his is my last Breastfeeding
Group report. I have returned to
work and am unable to continue as
a Community Mother. It has been a
great privilege to be part of the
Wellmount Breastfeeding Support
Group for the last 6 years. It
continues to be a great success with
up to 15 mums coming each week.
Our Breastfeeding Support Group
often resembles a Mother and
Toddler Group as a good few of our
mothers have returned with their
second and third children. The
mothers praise the older children
because they are a great help to
them and their babies.
A feature of the Breastfeeding
Support Group is that friendships are
made. This was true for me too as I

"Being a Community Mother has
given me the satisfaction of feeling
useful in my community."

I

would like to share about my
experience as a Community
Mother. Being a Community Mother,
now in my second year, I have found
it has been a great way to hand on
my experience and wisdom as a
mother of five children. It has also
given me the satisfaction of feeling
useful in my local community.
Watching first-time mothers
becoming confident in their parenting
31

has been a great reward. I would
highly recommend this voluntary role
to mothers who have spare time and
feel they have lots of experience to
offer.
Patricia Slamon
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

"…I thought it would be nice to
give something back
to the community and t
hat's how it started"

T

he Community Mothers
Programme is a great asset to
any community. It provides new
mothers with help, information and
encouragement during that all
important first year of their baby's life.
As a Community Mother it is an
honour to be part of this process that
operates in such a positive way.
Having five children and four
grandchildren, and more time on my
hands, I thought it would be nice to
give something back to the
community and that's how it started.
Audrey, my friend who is a
Community Mother and who spoke
so highly of the Programme,
introduced me to Florence, the
Family Development Nurse and my
training began.
On my first visit I was very
apprehensive but it went well and,
over the months, I gained more
confidence and really looked forward
to the visits. I have met lovely
mothers during my time and it's nice
to watch the babies progress over the
months and see the pride on the
mothers' faces when they see how
well their babies are doing.
Florence organises group meetings
once a month and they are very
enjoyable because we can share
experiences and get the help and
support needed in our role as
Community Mothers.
During the Summer we had our
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Carol Doyle, Former
Community Mother
currently doing her
General Nurse Training

Community Mother Joan Taite with her grandson Kyle

Summer Lunch Workshop for Community Mothers,
Airfield House, Dundrum
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Community Mothers Meeting
LHO, Dun Laoghaire

Summer Lunch Workshop,
Airfield House, Dundrum

Community Mothers Meeting,
LHO, Dublin South West

Group Meeting for Community Mothers,
Bray, Co. Wicklow

Summer Lunch Workshop for
Community Mothers,
Airfield House,
Dundrum
Left to Right: Nuala Cassidy Community Mother and Triona Lucey FDN
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Ann Moloney Community Mother with baby Ross

Community
Mothers
Local
Health
Office
Dublin
South
City
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Summer Lunch at the Civic Theatre
Restaurant in Tallaght where we had
lovely food and plenty of fun. We
visited the library also on that day
and got information on early reading
for children.
On third of December we had our
annual Christmas Dinner and the
venue was great - the City West
Hotel where again we had plenty of
food and lots of fun.
I am looking forward to my next year
as a Community Mother.

materials has have made me more
aware of how my grandchildren will
develop and I have more fun and
enjoyment with them because of
this.
I love doing my visits with the
mothers and their babies. I couldn't
imagine what it would be like if I
weren't a Community Mother.
May Martin
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin North

Mary Maher
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
"Initially I doubted my ability to
knock on doors…"

I
"The more visits I do,
the more I enjoy being a
Community Mother".

have been a Community Mother
for five months now and have met
with seven families during this time.
It has been a positive experience for
me in many ways.
Initially I doubted my ability to knock
on doors and to offer information and

support, particularly as I have only
one young child myself and wouldn't
consider myself as very experienced.
However, as the visits went on, I
gained in the confidence that I did
have support to offer. I also learned a
thing or two myself from the mothers
that I visited.
The Programme itself provided a huge
stepping stone for me into the local
community. We are a relatively new
family to the area, so meeting up with
mothers like me has given me a huge
sense of belonging. Quite often, we
bump into each other when we are
out and about and share information
on baby groups and other activities.
The support from Florence Burns,
Family Development Nurse, has
been second to none and I am
constantly learning from the
Community Mothers Programme. I
regard it as a highly valuable network
for new mothers in a community.
Yvonne McWeeney
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

T

hree years ago, in the Northside
People, I saw an advertisement
offering to recruit Community
Mothers. I phoned with my reply and
Marie, the local Family Development
Nurse, came to see me in my house
to discuss the Programme and to
offer training. When I finished my
training, I started to visit new mothers
in the area and have been doing so
ever since then.
The more visits I do, the more I enjoy
being a Community Mother. I visit
mothers in their late teens and early
twenties.
I feel that my visits help the mothers
to cope better and I also feel that I
am doing something that matters.
The mothers enjoy the Programme
visits. Some of them I see only for a
short time due to the fact that they
go back to work. Others I keep
visiting until their babies are two
years old.

"There are a lot of activities
going on in the
community centre"

W

e had a brilliant year in St. Margaret's
Halting Site. There were lots of new babies
and there are a great number of our mothers doing
courses and returning to school, which is great.
There are a lot of activities going on in the
Community Centre and the crèche is doing very
well. We are saddened about a recent
bereavement on the site as the man who died
was the grandfather and great grandfather of
many of the children that we have been visiting.
Rachel Cullen
Community Mother
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

The support and information I give the
mothers that I visit is something I
didn't have when my children were
small and I would have liked to have
had it. Reading the Programme
35

Section VII

Comments from Facilitators of
Breastfeeding Support Groups
& Parent and Toddler Groups
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Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

O

ur weekly group is well attended
with parents from Poland, India,
Russia, Bangladesh and, of course,
Irish babies from Ballymun. This
year, many mothers and babies first
came to the Breastfeeding Support
Group, liked the venue and the
atmosphere and then joined our
Friday Mother and Toddler Group. It
is a very relaxed morning at the
Group with children playing with
sand or water and with us reading
them books or helping them draw or
paint. We also talk to and offer
support to the mothers who attend.
Our Hallowe'en and Christmas parties
were great this year. The crèche in
Geraldstown House is a joy to work
in and we are so lucky to have it to
use each Friday.
Ann Doyle
Community Mother

"I have been coming to the
Mother and Toddler Group for
the past five months with
my two grandchildren…"

I

have been coming to the Mother
and Toddler Group for the past five
months with my two grandchildren.
They love coming to the Group and
it is also great for them to mix and
learn to share. They need to be in
the company of children their own age
and it is also a way for mothers and
grandparents to get together.
There are plenty of toys for the
children to play with. Through telling
others, more and more children and
parents are coming each week.
We had a great time at Christmas
with Santa. It's great the way Bernie
and Yvonne give their time to facilitate
the Group.
Anne
Programme Granny
Local Health Office
Dublin West

"Feeding my baby became
something that I
looked forward to".

I

decided to breastfeed as I'd heard
about all the benefits for the baby
and the physical benefits for me too.
It was nature's way after all and so I
figured it couldn't be that hard.
However, the reality was very
different. When my baby boy was
born, both he and I were exhausted
and every time he latched on he fell
asleep. As a result, I felt stressed
and worried that he wasn't getting
enough milk. After getting help from
the midwives, I accepted that
breastfeeding was going to be 'a
learning curve' for both my baby and
me. However, once my baby got the
hang of feeding he didn't stop.
Without support and with the baby's
constant demand, with every feed I
experienced pain that was getting
more intense. I couldn't believe that
someone so small could suck so
strongly. Also, I was embarrassed
about feeding him in public and, as
he was feeding so often, I felt trapped
in the house. When the Public Health
Nurse called she encouraged me to
join a Breast Feeding Support Group.
I thanked her for her suggestion but
felt it wasn't my sort of thing.

“As soon as I went in
I was greeted
with smiles and a much
needed cut of tea.”
By week three I had shed many tears
and was dreading every feed. I was
sure I was going to give it all up but I
didn't want to quit without having tried
all my options. After much effort to
get myself and my baby organised, I
ventured down to the Breastfeeding
Support Group. As soon as I went in
I was greeted with smiles and a much
needed cup of tea. It was nothing like
I thought it was going to be. I really
thought it was going to be a room
full of 'hippy mother natures' who
were more than comfortable to have
their breasts exposed. It wasn't like
that at all. The guidance and support
that I got from that first visit alone
kept me going.
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Talking to other first-time mums and
realising that there are a lot of people
who go through exactly what I was
going through really helped me. After
that week I was more relaxed and
the pain of feeding disappeared.
Feeding my baby became
something that I looked forward to.
The comfort and contentment I feel
that breastfeeding gave to my baby
helped to create a bond that no one
can properly describe to you unless
they have experienced it. Thirteen
months later, the emotional bond and
magical feeling that I gained from
feeding my baby is something I
cannot adequately describe. I can
only encourage new mums to make
every effort to breastfeed their
babies.
Trish
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North West.

Breastfeeding Support Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central

T

his Group is going from strength
to strength. With the new
apartments in the area, the number
of breastfeeding mothers has
increased and I am much busier.
These mothers love coming to the
Group. They even text each other to
remind themselves of when the
Group is on. The mothers who attend
the Group are breastfeeding for
longer. We have mothers from several
nationalities attending and also
mothers attending from Swords,
Fairview and North County Dublin.
I still prefer doing the home visits. I
feel it a great privilege to visit new
parents at such a happy time in their
lives to reassure them and to help
them cope with their new babies.
Siobhán Ormond
Community Mother
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Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin West

L

W

iz Grant and I, Lindsey Quinn
started up a Mother and Toddler
Group in St. Aengus Community
Centre, Tallaght in September 2009
with the help and support of the
Community Mothers Programme.
We felt the need for this because
being new mothers, we experienced
loneliness and isolation and felt a
need to come together with other
mothers from the same area.
The benefits for parents from
attending this Group are huge. For
example, they can make new friends,
interact with other parents, share
stories about their children, give and
receive advice and gain confidence
in themselves. They can also get out
of the house for a few hours, meet
like-minded people in the area,
arrange other outings such as visiting
the park together. Most of all, the
parents can feel that they are not
alone.
The benefits to the children are also
huge. For example, they also can
make new friends, learn basic preschool skills through play, interact
with other children, learn social,
language, physical and creative
skills. They can also learn by
sharing, taking turns, singing action
songs, participating in arts and crafts
and by playing with various toys.
The Mother and Toddler Group is a
wonderful asset to have in this area.
So, on behalf of myself, Liz and all
the mothers and children who take
advantage of this Group, we would
like to say a big thankyou for your
support and continued help in
making this Group possible, we are
all extremely grateful. Thankyou so
much!
Lindsay Quinn & Liz Grant
Community Mothers

e had another successful year
in 2009. As always, the Parent
and Toddler Group which is held in
the Dochas Family Centre went
really well. We saw a lot of families
come and go. The toddlers are at an
age now that they have moved on to
play-school and new families joined
us in September.
It's nice to see new faces in the
group. Before the Summer, we
brought all the children on an outing
to the Phoenix Park were we went
into the playground for a while and
afterwards we had a picnic. It was a
lovely day; everyone enjoyed
themselves. In October, we had our
Hallowe'en Party. All the children
dressed up and we played games
and sang songs. In December, for our
Christmas party, Santa arrived and
all the children were very excited that
they had received a present. Some
of the children even gave Santa their
Christmas list while he was with us.
It was an enjoyable day. The Parent
and Toddler Group is approaching its
third anniversary next March and we
hope the next year will be as
successful as the previous two
years. We (Ashling & Samantha) love
turning up every Wednesday to see
what the day brings for us and the
families that we facilitate. So, we
hope to see a lot more parents and
toddlers attending the Group in 2010.
Ashling Seery & Samantha
Kearney
Community Mothers

"…The support that Teresa and
the Community Mothers
gave me was really fantastic"

I

attended the Breastfeeding
Support Group for nine months. I
breastfed Niamh for 10½ months. I
found the Group a great support.
Niamh was born four weeks early and
only weighted 4lb 11oz. At the
beginning I found it really difficult to
get the breastfeeding established and
40

I was thinking of giving it up. That
was when I contacted Teresa Keegan
and the support that Teresa and the
Community Mothers gave me was
really fantastic. It was so nice to get
the baby weighed every week and I
learned about growth spurts and the
different feeding positions and when
to introduce solids. It was nice to
meet up with other mums and
discuss any problems I might be
experiencing. At the Group you get
to know that a lot of mums have the
same problems as yourself.
I used a nipple shield when feeding
Niamh during the first two months.
This worked really well for us as she
was not able to latch on without it at
the beginning and I think it would be
good for other mums to try this if they
have a premature baby. It can mean
the difference between continuing
breastfeeding or stopping.
I would like to thank Teresa and the
Community Mothers for all the
support Niamh and I received.
Anne Marie
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central.

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

O

ur Parent and Toddler Groups
are still flourishing. This year
we have people from a few different
nationalities. It is very interesting for
the other parents to discover that
child-rearing is much the same the
world over! The toddlers are very eager
to start making the jig-saws and to
join in the other activities as soon as
we take the materials out of the
cupboards.
The library is in a very good location
as it is in the centre of Finglas village.
The library provides pre-reading
material which is vital for the
encouragement of early reading. A lot
of friendships have started as the
parents find that they have a lot in
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common and can encourage each
other. They share lots of experiences
and ideas on coping with their
children. A lot of topics are
discussed, diets and sleep, to name
but two.

story. The children really enjoy the
stories. After that we have drawing.
All the children get a star every week
for their lovely pictures. The favourite
item for the children is the 'singalong'. They all join in and enjoy it.

On Fridays, we meet in St. Kevin's
School, Finglas and, as always, have
a great turnout. Fathers, mothers and
grandmothers look forward to the tea
or coffee and the chat.

Santa came at Christmas again this
year and all the children got lovely
presents. When it's one of the
children's birthdays we have a little
party, and before summer break-up
we have our day out which we all
love. Then we have the graduation for
those children who are going on to
pre-school. Each of them gets a
certificate which is a great moment
for them.

We get the parents and toddlers to
be creative and imaginative. They
enjoy making cards for all occasions
including Easter and Christmas and
it brings out the 'artist' in everyone!
Weather permitting, we can go
outdoors to have our Teddy-bear
Picnics. We go to the Hurly Burly
Play Centre which is great fun for all.
Santa makes his usual Christmas
visits and brings nice presents for the
toddlers. As one of the facilitators, I
get great pleasure from seeing the
children progress and even feel a little
sad saying goodbye to the toddlers
as they leave. It will be nice to see
the parents return with the new
additions to their families as a few
mothers are expecting! It will keep
us going and I would like to thank
Shirley, Phil and all the parents who
attend each week. I would also like
to thank Teresa Keegan who is there
for when we need her expert guidance
to pass on to parents who may be
having difficulties with their toddlers.
We hope to see more new parents
availing of the Groups in the future.
Tammy Marshall
Community Mother

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

E

very Friday from half nine until
twelve in St. Brigid's School,
Finglas we have our Mother and
Toddler Group. When the children
arrive they find their favourite toys
and play for a while. Every week,
Marie, the liaison teacher for St.
Brigid's school, then reads them a

together and encourages interaction
and builds confidence in both the
children and their parents alike.
The Twos' club has proved to be a
very successful way for children to
enjoy a morning of relaxation where
they get some guidance and where
parents can further bond with their
children and share in their
development.
Michelle Byrne
Community Mother

Mary Byrne
Community Mother

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

Twos' Club
Local Health Office
Dublin West

T

he Twos' Club has been an
established integral part of the
community in Clondalkin. It takes
place once a week in Bawnogue
Community Centre for an hour and a
half in a room specifically laid out to
suit the children's needs. There are
two main aims of the Group - to
promote parents' involvement in the
community whilst encouraging
interaction with their children and
also to encourage each child's
development socially whilst
improving their motor skills and of
course their imagination.
The Group begins with a crafts
session, which helps the children to
be creative. The completion of each
craft helps to promote a very
important sense of achievement
within each child. Secondly, there is
a painting session which proves very
popular with the children. This
encourages self-expression whilst
exploring colour and textures thus
helping to develop their sensory
skills. A small ten-minute break is
then taken for 'snack and chat time'.
Finally, the session ends with music
and dancing which brings everybody
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A

n Solas Parent and Toddler
Group has been running in
Tallaght for 5 years now. We have a
range of children aged from
newborns to four year olds attending.
We begin our sessions with 'free
play' where we have a selection of
toys ranging from jigsaws and blocks
to dolls and prams. We also do
plenty of arts and crafts, making
cards or just sticking shapes onto
cards.
The children love it when we start to
tidy up, they know they are going to
get juice and toast.
After the snack, we play an action
CD, which the children love and know
the actions to. We also have a big
colourful parachute that we all hold
together and wave up and down, and
sing at the same time. Then, finally,
we have our goodbye song, which
the children love because every
child's name is mentioned in the
song.
The parents have a great time as well
and look forward to coming every
week.
Audrey Cunningham
Community Mother
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Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North West

W

e hold our Group in Avilla Park,
Finglas every Friday at 2 o'
clock so we can suit the mothers
who are at work.
Our Group is small but open to new
members. We have fun and games
with the children and, when the
weather is not so bad, we play in the
playground out the back. We
promote healthy eating and have a
weigh-in every week. We take two
trips every year, one to the Hurley
Burley Play Centre and one to the
Zoo. The children and adults love
these trips. Every week we have great
fun.
Anne Saul and Winnie McDonagh
Community Mothers

We are a really happy group and we
finish our morning together with our
sing-song. The Group is a really
important part of the community.
Yvonne Galvin
Community Mother

"It gets me out of the house to
meet other mothers…"

I

have been going to the Mother and
Toddler Group since Jayden was 6
weeks old. It gets me out of the house
and enables me to meet other
mothers and, as Jayden is an only
child, it's teaching him how to interact
with other children. He looks forward
to the Group every week and really
enjoys his time there.
Joanne
Programme Parent
Local Health Office
Dublin West

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin West

B

awnogue Parent and Toddler
Group has been in operation in
our community for over 15 years. It
is a very important group for all the
local parents and grandparents and
especially for the children. We
welcome parents and children from
age 1 month to three years. We have
a real mix of nationalities in the Group
- Polish, Lithuanian, Moldavian and
even one parent and toddler from the
Philippines. It is wonderful to see how
the Irish children integrate with all the
other nationalities.
We have bikes, cars, buggies and
dolls for the children to use. We even
have a play-kitchen which both the
boys and girls love to use. Bob the
Builder's bench is also very popular.
If any little problems arise, we have
our leader, Yvonne, our 'nana', Bernie,
or our Family Development Nurse,
Ann Savage, that the adults can have
a chat with.

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin South West

T

wenty years ago, while visiting
first-time
mothers
in
Kilnamanagh, Tallaght, I became
very aware of the isolation felt by
some of them. They were alone all
day with new babies, sometimes
miles away from their families while
their neighbours were all returning to
the workforce. One of the Programme
mothers, who was English, told me
that Parent and Toddler Groups were
a familiar part of community life all
over England and she wondered why
there were not many of them here.
This gave me the idea of setting up
such a Group and I discussed the
idea with my Family Development
Nurse, Bebe Cawley. After some
local fund-raising and financial
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support from the Community
Mothers Programme, we were ready
to go. Bebe was there to help, along
with Community Mothers from other
parts of Tallaght who came every
Tuesday morning until we were
established.
From the beginning, the Group was
a great success. Friendships were
forged over cups of tea while the
children played together under
supervision. The Community
Mothers Programme continued to
support us both financially and
personally. We always looked
forward to a visit from Brenda Molloy
as she left us feeling that we were
doing a really worthwhile job.
The International Year of the Family
in 1994 saw funding become
available for community groups to run
courses and, as we were the only
group in the area for young families,
we were asked to become involved
in a parenting course. Over the
following years more funding became
available, and this led to the setting
up of a local Family Resource Centre
that incorporates a childcare facility.
I was employed at this centre and it
has grown over the years and we now
cater for around 60 children per day.
The centre has created employment
for 12 childcare workers, some of
them former Programme mothers.
Our parent and toddler group is still
as strong as ever and we now have
people who came to us with their
children in the early days coming also
with their grandchildren. We had an
Open Day recently to celebrate the
expansion of the childcare facility
and people were fascinated to hear
about how such a has evolved from
the Parent and Toddler Group and the
Community Mothers Programme.

“Our parent and
toddler group
is still as strong
as ever.”
We were delighted to welcome back
some of the original mothers who
attended the Group and to hear their
happy memories of their time with
us. They have remained life-long

friends and went on together to join
other groups such as the I.C.A.
I would like to thank Brenda and all
the Family Development Nurses who
have helped and supported us
throughout the last 20 years. The
ethos of the Community Mothers
Programme gave us the focus to
provide the very best service we
could for our families and we could
not have achieved this on our own.
Bernadette Conroy
Community Mother

Breast Feeding Support Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North

T

he Breastfeeding Support Group
is held every Thursday morning.

The mothers who attend find out
about us in various ways including
the Health Service Executive web
site, Programme leaflets, our local
posters and also from friends. Those
who attend the Group are successful
at breastfeeding, they introduce
solid foods to their babies at six
months and continue to breastfeed.
I visit mothers who have begun
breastfeeding in their own homes.
This is helpful as most of them are
discharged from hospital soon after
giving birth. Bernadette came to the
Group with her son David. She said
that coming to the Group gave her
reassurance. She laughed and said
"All the little sniffles were taken care
of".

dispense with the formula milk and
Julie began to thrive.
As well as giving mothers
breastfeeding support, we also offer
pre-natal support and teaching to
expecting mothers who plan to
breastfeed.
We hope that one day so many
breastfeeding mothers will attend our
Group that we will have to buy more
chairs to seat them all.
Marie Patton
Family Development Nurse

Hanna and her little daughter Julie
were struggling to maintain
breastfeeding before they arrived at
the Group. Julie was not gaining
weight and Hanna was giving her
formula milk supplement. With the
support of the Group and by eating a
healthy diet and by increasing her
fluid intake, Hanna was able to

Parent and Toddler Group
Local Health Office
Dublin North
The children attending our Monday Parent
and Toddler Group are younger than those we had
in the Group last year. The older children have
graduated to attend pre-school groups locally.
The mothers say that the Group is a friendly
place to visit. They enjoy chatting with each other
and they always get a warm welcome from us.
All the mothers agree that it is a safe place
for their little ones and that it has lots of interesting
toys to suit the ages of the children who attend.
The music and movement session which
ends each group session always results in lots
of laughter and enjoyment by everyone.
In December, we had our annual Christmas
Party and Santa gave presents to all the children.
We finished our year with a picnic and an outing
to the new and colourful play area in our local
park.
Margaret Hegarty & Helen Grimes
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Addresses and Contact Details
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Community Mothers P
rogramme
Programme
Family Development Nurses
Ms. Triona Lucey
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dun Laoghaire
Loughlinstown Health Centre
Loughlinstown Drive
Dun Laoghaire
Tel: 2822122 Ext 141
Fax: 2821594
Email: triona.lucey@hse.ie
Ms Florence Burns
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
Old County Road,
Crumlin.
Dublin 12
Tel: 4585768 Fax: 4585807
Curlew Road Health Centre
Drimnagh, Dublin 12
Tel: 4550588 Fax: 4550645
Email: florence.burns@hse.ie
Ms Ann O’Neill
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin West
Rowlagh Health Centre
Rowlagh, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22
Tel: 6754919 / 6754920
Fax: 6234326
Email: anng.oneill@hse.ie
Ms Marie Patton
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North
Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive, Coolock
Dublin 17
Tel: 8482956
Email: marie.patton@hse.ie

Ms. Elizabeth Henry
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dublin South East
Ballinteer Health Centre
Ballinteer Avenue, Dublin 16
Tel: 2951111 Ext: 123
Fax: 2961664
Email: lizhenry.cmp2@gmail.com

Ms Rosemary McKean
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Area
Dublin South City
Health Centre
South Earl Street, Dublin 8
Tel: 4150164 / 4158250
Fax: 4150161
Email: rosemary.mckean@hse.ie

Sr. Maud Cunniffe
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin South West
Mary Mercer’s Centre
Fortunestown Road, Tallaght
Dublin 24
Tel: 4585769
Fax: 4585807
Email: maud.cunniffe@hse.ie

Ms. Ann Savage
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Dublin West
Rowlagh Health Centre
Rowlagh
Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 6754919 / 6754920
Fax: 6234326
Email: ann.savage@hse.ie

Ms Teresa Keegan
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North West
Wellmount Health Centre
Wellmount Park, Finglas
Dublin 11
Tel: 8346119 / 8347253
Fax: 8346686
Email: teresa.keegan@hse.ie

Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Kildare / West Wicklow
30 Eyre Street
Newbridge, Co. Kildare
Tel: 045 434422
Fax: 045 434801

Ms Bernie Rooney
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Local Health Office
Dublin North Central
Geraldstown House
Santry Cross,
Ballymun, Dublin 11
Tel: 8422544 / 8578025
Fax: 8422913
Email: margaret.rooney@hse.ie
Ms Marie Nyhan
Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster
Local Health Office
Wicklow
Block B, The Civic Centre
Main Street,
Bray, Co. Wicklow
Tel: 274416
Fax: 2744136
Email: marie.nyhan@hse.ie

Programme Director: Ms Brenda Molloy, Community Mothers Programme, 1st Floor, Park House,
North Circular Road, Dublin 7. Tel: 8387122, Fax: 8387488
E-mail: brenda.molloy@hse.ie
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Community Mothers P
rogramme
Programme
Breastfeeding Support Groups
Health Service Executive
Dublin North East
Wellmount Health Centre
Wellmount Park
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Wednesday
11.00am - 1.00pm

Geraldstown House
Santry Cross
Ballymun
Dublin 11
1 st and 3 rd Wednesday of
every month
11.00am - 1.00pm
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Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive
Coolock
Dublin 17
Every Thursday
11.00am - 1.00pm
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Community Mothers P
rogramme
Programme
Parent and TToddler
oddler Groups

Health Service Executive
Dublin Mid-Leinster

Girls’ section
St Kevin’s School
Kilnamanagh
Dublin 24
Every Tuesday
10.30am - 12.00pm
Scouts’ Den
Ballycullen Drive
Firhouse
Dublin 24
Every Wednesday and Friday
10.00am - 12.00 pm
An Solas
Parent and Child Group
Jobstown,
Dublin 24
Every Wednesday
10.00am - 12.00 pm
Bawnogue Community Centre

Bawnogue
Clondalkin
Dublin 22
Every Tuesday
10.30am - 12.00 pm

Dochas Family Centre,
Neilstown Road,
Clondalkin,
Dublin 22.
Every Wednesday
10.00am - 12.00 pm

Two’s Club
Bawnogue Community Centre
Bawnogue
Dublin 22
Every Friday
10.00am - 11.30 pm

Hatch Hall,
Hatch Street,
Dublin 2
3rd Wednesday of Month
10.00am - 12.30pm

Knockmitten Community
Centre,
Clondalkin,
Dublin 22.
Every Thursday
10.00am - 12.00 pm

The Villa Pacis
Vevay Road,
Bray,
Co. Wicklow
3rd Wednesday of Month
10.30am - 12.00pm
St. Aengus Group,
Community Centre,
Castletymon,
Tallaght,
Dublin 24
Friday 10.00am - 12.00pm
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Health Service Executive
Dublin North East

Avilla Park,
Travellers’ Centre
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
2.00pm - 4.00pm

St Malachy’s National School
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Tuesday and Friday
9.00am - 1.00pm

Finglas Library
Finglas Village
Dublin 11
Every Thursday
11.00am - 12.30pm

St Brigid’s School
Wellmount Road
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
9.00am - 12.15pm

St Kevin’s National School
Finglas
Dublin 11
Every Friday
10.30am - 12.30pm
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Family Resource Centre
Geraldstown House
Santry Cross
Ballymun
Dublin 11
Every Friday
11.00am - 1.00pm

Coolock Development Centre
Bunratty Drive
Coolock
Dublin 5
Every Monday
10.30am - 12.30pm
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